**Video Transcript**

**Accenture myWizard®**

**Voiceover:** Commencing myWizard Discussion 3...2...1

**Scrum Master:** Hey Data Scientist, what are you working on?

**Data Scientist:** Hi Scrum Master. I’m helping my human counterpart by using artificial intelligence to mine through one petabyte of performance data, one thousand times faster. You?

**Scrum Master:** I’m helping my large-scale team become more agile by working 30 percent faster than normal to complete our objectives.

**Project Manager:** Same here. I’m analyzing vast amounts of project metrics at 100 times human speed, to help my project team stay on budget and way ahead of schedule. Testing Agent?

**Testing Agent:** Hey Project Manager. I’m just about done mining 78,000 test cases for Roger so he’ll be up to speed... spoke too soon, he’s up to speed.

**Voiceover:** Accenture myWizard®. Your essential co-worker for the digital age. Designed with artificial intelligence to deliver better, faster, more efficient applications for improved business outcomes. Making IT future-ready and helping human workers work humanly better.